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On a remote stretch of Patagonian coast, travel
writer Madelaine Triebe gets up close to the
abundant wildlife that inhabits this isolated
region.
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“The big luxury is outside”, says Matias Soriano – a bearded Argentine wearing
bombachas and a woollen jumper – as we’re munching on a three-course lunch
menu including oven-roasted lamb, eggplant chutney and homemade bread in a
restaurant that used to be a grocery store. 

He’s completely right – although the food is the best I’ve had in Argentina so far
– outside is an abundance of land filled with wildlife. Looking out of the windows
we have the Atlantic coastline with open blue water, behind us the steppe with
dry shrubs, guanacos (a llama-like animal) and rheas (similar to emus), and a
ten-minute drive to our right, a rocky coastline with cliffs breaking the shore. 

Over lunch we are talking about his grandfather’s creation Bahia Bustamante – a
privately owned seaweed town that was established in the 1950s but that now
welcomes mainly a mix of American and European travellers. 

Situated on the Patagonian coast in the Chubut province of Argentina it is part
of a nature reserve, which hosts over 4000 sea lions, 50,000 penguins, and
more than 20 breeding colonies of seabirds.
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Altogether I’ve spent three nights here stunned by the epic proportions of the
landscape, exploring it on horseback, hiking through the 65-million-year-old
petrified forest, and spying on nesting Magellanic penguins. 

The property is an 80,000-hectare playground for any child or adult with a sense
of adventure. Matias who owns the estancia and used to spend summers here
agrees: ”We like to do the same things that we liked to do when we were
young.”

The property is an 80,000-hectare playground
for any child or adult with a sense of
adventure.
He tells a story of how he and his brother used to come down to their
grandfather’s place to kayak and sail, which is something he has since managed
to turn into his job. 

Together with a family of four from Buenos Aires – friends of Matias’ business
and life partner Astrid – and an American named Rebecca from Chicago, he
takes me out sailing. We put on our life jackets and board the only boat tied to
the river shore. With no other people in sight, our group have undisturbed views
of the animals.

Although the coastline is a national reserve, it’s still the Soriano family who
controls access to the land and they like to keep it private. Matias and Astrid
host a maximum of 18 guests at a time but usually there are only around eight.
“Not being aggressive, not being intrusive. I think that’s very rare nowadays,”
Astrid says, telling me what she thinks makes them stand out from other places.

As we get close to the nearby island of sea lions, they curiously swim up
alongside the boat. Fast and agile, the sea lions swim back and forth with their
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heads above the water to take a good look at us, while a pompous male on the
shore guards his harem. Franco, the blond bearded guide, who looks more like
a quintessential Viking than a porteño (an Argentine from Buenos Aires), tells us
that each male can have up to 18 females in their harem. 

Fast and agile, the sea lions swim back and
forth with their heads above the water to take
a good look at us.
The rest of the days at Bahia Bustamante are spent walking along the coastline,
picking up purple shells and putting them back, playing table tennis with
Matias’s friends, and galloping along the beach on horseback. 

I’m sitting on a wooden bench outside the white restaurant when the power
goes out at 11pm, so I sit in the pitch black, listening to the sound of the waves.
Once the air is completely still, with a glass of Malbec in my hand, I enjoy the
comfort of being so far out in the middle of nowhere.

For more information, please visit jacadatravel.com
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